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Builders and developers can forego the worries of managing sales staff,  cumbersome 
business processes and complex marketing strategies to focus on their core business: 
building homes. Our goal is to remove peripheral burdens from builders and real 
estate developers. The real estate market is ever-changing, and so are we. Evolution 
Real Estate Group Builder Services offers clients a refreshed and strategic approach 
to their development planning, refinement, sales and marketing. Our programs are 
constantly evolving keeping pace with this dramatic industry assisting builders in 
pre-sales before the first shovel of dirt is turned.
Evolution’s Builder Services is dedicated exclusively to New Home Marketing and 
Sales. We offer a full range of services designed to assist home builders and developers 
in all areas of community planning, target marketing, marketing management and 
sales.
For the maximum benefit, our partnership would ideally start at the earliest stages 
of planning and design. Our dedicated team of experts works as an extension of 
your company throughout the entire planning, marketing and sales process. You 
will always receive our full attention, critical input, seeking the most profitable 
results possible.
We get it, the majority of our experience has been in high-density areas and a variety 
property types. Each requires a certain expertise. We have that expertise – and the 
ability to maximize the value of your developments.
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SERVICESBUILDER
Strategic Plans & Development Consulting

Comparable Product & Market Analysis
Pricing Analysis & Recommendations

Architectural & Design Consulting
The Round Table

    Initial brainstorming creative session

Marketing Plan & Strategic Development
Sales Team 

    Recruiting, Training, & Management

Strategic Sales & Marketing Plan 
 Development & Implementation

Evolution’s Development Services offers unparalled skills and expertise in the 
planning, design, marketing and sales of an urban condominium development. Our 
in-depth approach allows our team to guide you in creating a market-driven product. 
At Evolution Real Estate Group we understand that the market is ever changing 
and it is our job to be your market experts. We view ourselves as an extension of 
your team providing valuable insight into all areas of product development, market 
intelligence and strategy along with building an elite sales and marketing force to 
ensure your project’s success.
Our team works diligently towards a strategy that maximizes profits. Before you 
even break ground, we have the ability to present valuable market intelligence to 
assist with identifying opportunities and pitfalls, create a defined position, and 
create a customized sales and marketing approach.
Evolution Real Estate Group will define your market niche, identify profitable 
product mix, revenue projections, monthly absorption, and a line item budget. 
You start your project with more than an idea, you start with vison of success. We 
are a fully integrated partner in the development process, we understand how to 
package the appropriate product, create the excitement that leads to rapid sales, and 
importantly, make a profit. 

SERVICESDEVELOPMENT
Consulting After Development
Strategic Plans & Development

Comparable Product & Market Analysis
Product Mix & Pricing Strategies 

Architectural and Floor Plan Consulting
Amenity & Finish Consulting

The Round Table
    Initial brainstorming creative session

Strategic Sales & Marketing Plan
     Development & Implementation

Sales Team
    Recruiting, Training, & Management

Strategic Sales & Marketing Plan 
 Development & Implementation



SERVICESSALES & MARKETING
Evolution Real Estate Group are always here to take the challenge, while making 
sure that we hit every detail, delivering on time, on budget, and exceed our clients’ 
expectations. Marketing new home construction involves a wide range of elements 
that require careful management. We will help define, qualify, implement, and 
manage the proper mix of competitive, and yet cost effective, marketing elements 
for your community.
Once the product type, price point and target buyer have been identified, it is critical 
to develop a marketing and advertising plan that drives qualified traffic to your sales 
center. This plan starts with developing the property’s brand - a reflection of its 
unique selling proposition relative to the competition. With in-depth involvement 
on hundreds of residential new home communities, our well-seasoned management 
team skillfully administrates the numerous checklists and the infinite number of 
details that sequentially must come together on a tightly scheduled time frame for a 
grand community opening.
Evolution Real Estate Group has strategic partnerships that pass significant 
benefits and savings on to our clients. As a marketing partner we have established 
relationships marketing and creative agencies, with media buyers, interior designers, 
public relations firm and more to greatly reduce your expenses, impacting your 
bottom line.

Evolutions sales team understands crucial timing - when the best time is to open 
the curtain of a fantastic new community. Sales efforts should not only start at the 
opening of your on-site sales center, but way before ground-breaking. We stress 
the importance of on-site sales signage and coming soon web-sites that generate 
sales leads from interested parties who then undergo our qualification and grading 
process, needs assessment and ultimate interest in becoming a happy homeowner. 
This program is an excellent way to develop extremely valuable market research 
information and interest in the proposed product, specific type, lifestyle interests 
and pricing. Costly community start up and product mistakes can often be avoided 
and prospects can be nurtured and developed so that sales can be made the day 
product is released.
We realize every project is unique, therefore we build a sales team specifically suited 
for each project. We encourage our clients to review resumes of recommended and 
pre-screened agents and be the ultimate decision maker as to their fit with your 
company’s culture.

Engaging Vip Leads Early On Coming Soon 
Signage & Web-Site
Marketing Plans With Detailed Strategy, 
Budget & Schedule
Collateral Design
Messaging For Your Property
Comprehensive & Targeted Direct Mail And 
E-Mail Campaign
On-Site Signage Coordination
Public Relations Strategy
Event Planning & Coordination
Advertising & Promotional Items
Professional Photography
Interior Designer Sourcing
Sales Center Recommendations

SALESIMPACTING
Top NoTch SaleS program
crm
    That Tracks potential & Unique, 
    Strategic Buyer Qualification & 
    Tracking (lasso)
Sales Recruiting & Staffing
In-house Sales coach
on-Site Sales professionals 
    licensed realtors & Work as 
    A Team To Convert Qualified
    prospects To Buyers
New construction Specialized agents
pricing Strategy & Sales management
open houses
Website presentation
    multiple listing Service
    evolution real estate group
ongoing pricing & Inventory control
Intensive product and Sales Training
preferred lending program
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evolutionre.com

Evolution Real Estate Group makes things happen fast, and is no 
ordinary real estate firm. It’s the ideal partner for new home builders 
and developers who seek to accelerate their real estate success. Home 
builders can build, close, and move on to the next project to meet 
rising demand for new homes.
Evolution Real Estate Group offers a balanced team of experienced 
and highly motivated new home construction, marketing and 
sales professionals. We understand the many complex situations 
that home builders and developers face. Our team provides the 
experience, judgment, and creativity to make the best development, 
sales and marketing decisions for your new home communities.
We have marketed and sold new construction, for single family 
homes, mid-rises, high-rises, lofts, townhomes, and branded 
communities. Evolution Real Estate Group’s team is well-versed 
in the distinctions between each of these property types and our 
collective experience has helped many of our builders avoid costly 
mistakes.
The strength of our company is focus on excellence and results in 
every area and discipline of our services. To this end, we have built 
the services we offer to empower our clients to achieve their goals. 
While every project we undertake requires a custom approach, our 
seamless process and profitable results do not vary.
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